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So come sing with us...
Jennifer and Camille

The Art of Conversation
When we are present and in the moment, the conversations that we have within 
ourselves can be some of the most enlightening, awakening and transformative 
experiences of our lives. Witnessing our inner dialog and consciously affirming 
our truth is powerful. The practice of chanting can stimulate this inner dialog, 
resulting in the art of conversation with your highest self  , that part of us that 
is eternal and sublimely divine.

The Call and Response Universe
We live in a call and response universe. We call out our prayers, our longings, 
our gratitude and our praise, and God/Spirit/The Beloved not only hears 
but is constantly responding. Sometimes the response is loud and clear, and 
sometimes it is subtle and mysterious, but it is always there. The practice of 
call and response chanting (kirtan) can be a metaphor of our lives. In this way, 
my calls can be sung with a clearer voice and the responses, accepted with the 
truth of what comes back to me. Living in a call and response universe can be 
endlessly exciting, intimate, and deeply satisfying.
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Our Story
One day I took my three-year-old daughter Camille to a lecture. There was a 
musical introduction called kirtan, a traditional Hindu devotional style of music, 
also called Bhakti Yoga or the yoga of devotion. A woman sang a line, then 
the others repeated it, sometimes adding their own harmonies. The music was 
simple and repetitive. Even though I didn’t understand the Sanskrit words, the 
experience was powerful. I felt my heart expand with love and I was filled with 
a profound peace. I bought their tape and played it in the car on the way home. 
To my surprise, Camille sang along as if she knew the chants already.

We have been exploring the world of kirtan ever since. The vibration of the 
Sanskrit words, the meditative nature of the repetition and the self expression in 
the call and response continues to be pure grace. In this CD we offer you some 
of our favorite chants. May you also find joy and transformation when you sing 
these mantras, as this offering is intended to be a participatory experience ....



Using Kirtan to Access The Healer Within
While we can see areas of our lives by which we are challenged, it is also true that in 
our essence, we are whole and perfect. When we accept and know ourselves on a deeper 
level, we embrace the freedom to become ourselves. The Healer Within represents 
the desire to become more fully ourselves; to relax into and celebrate ourselves on a 
profound level. So, as there is nothing to fix and nowhere to go, there is also satisfaction 
in awakening to our deeper nature.

Although kirtan is most often practiced in groups, it can also be used as a solitary 
practice of self inquiry and self discovery. Each chant calls to a God or Goddess who 
represents an archetypal energy that might be useful to help with a certain issue you are 
facing. For instance, chanting to Vishnu, the energy that preserves balance, can help you 
find the strength within you to persevere in challenging situations.

Chanting changes your emotional and physical state. Over time, I have learned to trust 
my inner guidance to sing particular songs to assist me. I know that I can consistently 
trust the process and practice of Bhakti Yoga because of the new state that gets created 
after I sing.

Sound itself can be used for healing your body, mind and spirit. Many cultures and 
religions recognized the power of sound and have used chanting, singing and sounds 
such as drums, bells and bowls to elevate the spirit and heal disease. Everything has a 
vibration, and each vibration affects us on all levels. Sanskrit, an ancient language, carries 
a transformative energy. Your voice has a unique vibration, like a fingerprint. When 
you sing, be aware of your unique contribution to the world and feel how your voice 
resonates in your body. In addition, according to Angeles Arrien, “the sound of your 
voice is medicine for your immune system.” 

So sing for your life! The Healer Within
30 × 30 in., acrylic on canvas, © 2007 Jennifer Kline



Mandalas
Mandala is Sanskrit for circle. Mandalas have been used for centuries by many cultures 
for wholeness, healing, spiritual practice and connection. Meditating on mandalas is a 
powerful practice. The mandalas in this book are also tools to explore the energy and 
vibration of the mantras we are chanting. We invite you to use them to assist you to 
access the healer within you.

Ganesha Sharanam
Ganesha sharanam sharanam Ganesha 
Gan Gan Ganapati sharanam Ganesha 

Ganesha Ganesha Ganesha Ganesha Ganesha Ganesha  
sharanam Ganesha

Ganesh holds the energy of support in the areas of knowledge, wisdom, wealth and he is 
the remover of obstacles. Ganesh also places obstacles in your path if you are going down 
a path that doesn’t serve you. Ganesh is chanted to at the beginning of any endeavor, 
to assist in overcoming new challenges. While chanting to Ganesh, ask yourself where 
in your being do you feel a sense of support and know that you have the resources to 
handle whatever comes? Do you feel that you are protected and that things are working 
in your life? Where do you hold obstacles and negative thoughts about yourself? Can 
you allow the chant to help release these self imposed limitations? Can you feel that all 
is well and that you hold the knowledge and wisdom for your life path?

Ganesha 
24 × 24 in., acrylic on canvas, © 2002 Jennifer Kline



Om Shakti Ma
Om shakti ma Om shakti ma Om shakti ma Jai Jai Om shakti ma

Om shakti ma Jai Jai Om shakti ma

Om shakti ma Jai Jai Om shakti ma

hare krishna hare krishna krishna krishna hare hare

hare ram hare ram ram ram hare hare

Shakti means power, specifically the expression of the divine feminine. Whether we are 
male or female, we hold traits of both genders within us. Expressions of the Mother range 
from compassion, listening, joy and love to knowing and fierce protection, such as defending 
a child from a threat. Shakti energy includes the power to be conscious, to feel ecstasy, will 
and desire, and the power to know and to act when necessary. In Hindu cosmology, the 
power of Shakti activates the functions of the male Gods, not the other way around.

Hare Krishna is a maha (great) mantra, one of the most potent mantras for activating 
love and union. Combining these two mantras in one chant helps us to claim our power, 
wisdom, passion for our life path and to surrender to the power of love. While chanting 
these mantras, we can inquire about how to use the dynamic energy in a way that 
sustains our lives. How can you use your creativity for your health and well being? Are 
there any blocks that are stopping you from loving yourself with wild abandon? Can you 
imagine holding Shakti in your body for healing, creativity and joy and can you share 
this energy with your beloved?

Living In a Call and Response Universe  
24 × 24 in., acrylic on canvas, © 2008 Jennifer Kline



Om Narayana
Om narayana shanti Om

Narayana in the Hindu cosmology is another name for Vishnu, the preserver of the uni-
verse. Om is the Hacred sound representing the entire universe and Shanti means peace. 
Narayana brings balance, communication with love and understanding and a daily life 
of kindness and compassion for all living beings including yourself. While chanting this 
mantra can you feel the wisdom you hold about maintaining your health and containing 
your inner peace? Can you care for yourself while your life is falling apart or while 
you are creating a masterpiece? How much peace do you allow yourself to receive, live 
with and share with others? Can you imagine your world where you take the time and 
attention you need to thrive, create and love?

Hanuman Chalisa
The Chalisa is an ancient mantra in praise of Hanuman, the Monkey God. In the Hindu 
epic, the Ramayana, Hanuman used his gifts in devoted selfless service and returned 
the Kingdom to Ram and Sita, so that good could triumph over evil. Hanuman brings 
the energy of strength, determination, devotion, courage, wisdom and service. While 
chanting this mantra contemplate your devotion to what has heart and meaning for you. 
Feel the strength and determination you may have for your truth. Notice what may be 
blocking you and can you summon Hanuman’s courage and wisdom to break through? 
Can you imagine pure love energy infusing every cell of your being and can you use this 
to overcome adversity? Can you open yourself to radical self love and build a foundation 
so it can flow to others in selfless service?

Devotion 24” by 24”, Acrylic on Canvas Copyright 2004 

Om Narayana
Om narayana shanti Om

In Hindu cosmology, Narayana is another name for Vishnu, the preserver of the universe. 
Om is love. It is the sacred sound representing the entire universe and shanti means peace. 
Narayana brings balance, communication with love and understanding and a daily life 
of kindness and compassion for all living beings including yourself. While chanting this 
mantra can you feel the wisdom you hold about maintaining your health and containing 
your inner peace? Can you care for yourself when your life is falling apart or while you 
are creating a masterpiece? How much peace do you allow yourself to receive, live with 
and share with others? Can you imagine your world, being a world where you take the 
time and attention you need to thrive, create and love?

Hanuman Chalisa
The Chalisa is an ancient mantra in praise of Hanuman, the Monkey God. In the Hindu 
epic, the Ramayana, Hanuman used his gifts in devoted selfless service and returned 
the Kingdom to Ram and Sita, so that good could triumph over evil. Hanuman brings 
the energy of strength, determination, devotion, courage, wisdom, and service. While 
chanting this mantra contemplate on your devotion to what has heart and meaning for 
you. Feel the strength and determination you may have for your truth. Notice what may 
be blocking you. Can you summon Hanuman’s courage and wisdom to break through? 
Can you invite pure love energy to infuse every cell of your being, and can you use this 
to overcome adversity? Can you open yourself to radical self love and build a foundation 
so it can flow to others in selfless service?

Devotion, 24 × 24 in., acrylic on canvas, © 2004 Jennifer Kline



  Mangala murati maruta nandana  
  Sakala amangala mula nikandana  
  Mangala murati maruta nandana  
  Sakala amangala mula nikandana  
  Shree guru charana saroja raja  
  Nija manu mukuru sudhari  
  Baranon raghubara bimala jasu  
  Jo dayaku phala chari
  Buddhi hina tanu janikay  
  Sumiron pavana kumara  
  Bala budhi vidya dehu mohin  
  Harahu kalesha bikara
  Siya wara Ramachandra pada jai charanon

 1. Jaya Hanumana gyana guna sagara  
  Jaya kapeesha tihun loka ujagara
 2. Ramaduta atulita bala dhama  
  Anjani putra pavanasuta nama
 3. Mahabeera bikrama bajarangi
  Kumati niwara sumati ke sangi
 4. Kanchana warana biraja subesha  
  Kanana kundala kunchita kesha
 5. Hatha bajra o dwaja birajai  
  Kandhe munja janeu sajai
 6. Shankara suvana kesaree nandana  
  Teja pratapa maha jaga bandana
 

 7. Vidyavana gunee ati chatura  
  Rama kaja karibe ko atura
 8. Prabhu charitra sunibe ko rasiya  
  Rama lakhana seeta mana basiya
 9. Sukshma rupa dhari siyahin dikhawa 
  Bikata rupa dhari lanka jarawa
 10. Bheema rupa dhari asura sangharay 
  Ramachandra kay kaja sanaway
 11. Laya sajeewana lakhana jiyaye 
  Shree raghubeera harashi ura laye
 12. Raghupati keenhee bahuta barayee
  Tuma mama priya bharata sama bhaee
 13. Sahasa badana tumharo jasa gawain
  Asa kahi shreepati kanta lagawain
 14. Sanakadika brahmadi muneesa
  Narada sharada sahita aheesa
 15. Yama kubera digapala jahan tay
  Kabi kobida kahi sakay kahan tay
 16. Tuma upakara sugreevahin keenha
  Rama milaya raja pada deenha
 17. Tumharo mantra vibheeshana mana
  Lankeshwara bhaye saba jaga jana
 18. Juga sahasra jojana para bhanu 
  Leelyo tahi madhura phala janu
 19. Prabhu mudrika meli mukha maheen
  Jaladhi langhi gaye acharaja naheen
 

   Hanuman Chalisa 
  Forty Verses in Praise of Hanuman

Verses written with phonetic spelling

20. Durgama kaja jagata kay jaytay  
  Sugama anugraha tumharay taytay
 21. Rama duare tuma rakhawaray 
  Hota na agya binu paysaray
 22. Saba sukha lahay tumharay sharana  
  Tuma rakshaka kahu ko darana
 23. Apana teja samharo apay  
  Teenon loka hanka ten kanpay
 24. Bhuta pisacha nikata nahin avay  
  Mahabeera jaba nama sunavay
 25. Nasay roga hare saba peera
  Japata nirantara Hanumata beera
 26. Sankata ten Hanumana churawai
  Mana krama bachana dhyana jo lawai
 27. Saba para rama tapasvee raja
  Tina ke kaja sakala tuma saja
 28. Ora manoratha jo koee laway
  Soee amita jeewana phala paway
 29. Charon yuga paratapa tumhara 
  Hay parasiddha jagata ujiyara
 30. Sadhu santa ke tuma rakhawaray  
  Asura nikandana rama dularay
 31. Ashta siddhi no nidhi ke data 
  Asa bara deenha janake mata 
 32. Rama rasayana tumhare pasa 
  Sada raho raghupati kay dasa

 33. Tumhare bhajana rama ko paway
  Janama janama ke dukha bisaraway
 34. Anta kala raghubara pura jaee 
  Jahan janama hari bhakta kahaee
 35. Aura devata chitta na dharaee  
  Hanumata se-ee sarva sukha karaee
 36. Sankata katay mitai saba peera   
  Jo sumiray Hanumata bala beera
 37. Jai Jai Jai Hanumana gosaaee 
  Kripa karahu gurudeva kee naee
 38. Jo sata bara pata kara koee 
  Chutahi bandi maha sukha hoee
 39. Jo yaha parai Hanumana chaleesa 
  Hoya siddhi sakhee gaureesa
 40. Tulasee dasa sada hari cheyra
  Keejai natha hridaya mahan deyra

Pavana tanaya sankata harana
Mangala murati rupa
Rama lakhana Sita sahita
Hridaya basahu sura bhupa
 Siya wara rama chandra pada jai sharanam
Shree Ram Jai Ram Jai Jai Ram
Shree Ram Jai Ram Jai Jai Ram
Sita Ram Sita Ram Sita Ram Sita Ram  
Sita Ram Sita Ram Sita Ram Sita Ram

The Hanuman Chalisa was composed in the sixteenth century by the poet-saint Tulsidas.  
It is said if you chant it eleven times a day you will be blessed.



Radhe Krishna
radhe krishna radhe krishna 
krishna krishna radhe radhe 

radhe shyam radhe shyam

shyam shyam radhe radhe

This chant speaks to the ultimate longing to be one with God. In Hindu cosmology, 
Radhe and Krishna are so in love and devoted to one another, that their union powers the 
universe. Radhe, the Goddess of love, embodies passion and a deep desire to be in union. 
Shyam means “The Blue One” acknowledging an advanced state of connection to the 
divine that Krishna embodies. Thus, chanting this mantra invokes seeing the divinity in 
ourselves and others as well as open heartedness, love, pleasure, sexuality and embracing 
both our masculine and feminine sides for healing and wholeness.

Where in your body do you feel ecstacy, passion, joy or your sexuality? Can you 
acknowledge and experience both your masculine and feminine sides? Can you receive 
love to the degree you give love? Can you release whatever feels out of balance? Can 
you imagine your body filled with love? Can you feel your connection to the divine, 
the oneness to all there is, and what does that feel like in your being? Imagine feeling 
your heart’s desire and following its wisdom into action, creating more joy, pleasure and 
excitement than you have ever experienced before.

Sustainable Beauty 
30 × 30 in., acrylic on canvas, © 2007 Jennifer Kline



Om Namah Shivaya
Om namah shivaya

Shiva is the God of destruction in the Hindu cosmology. The word namah means bow to 
and Om is the sacred sound of the entire universe. Shiva destroys illusion and denial and 
allows us to see and accept our world as it is instead of how we would like it to be. Shiva 
reminds us that in order to transform, we must let go of old patterns and clear the deck so 
to speak. When we have let go of old patterns, new realities and experiences can come to 
us. Shiva is also a yogi and represents flow and movement in awakening the divine within.

When chanting this very powerful mantra, can you find a place inside that allows clear 
perception and acceptance of what is? What old patterns or ways of being can you release 
in this moment? Can you allow the energy of Shiva to break through any fears that you 
hold? Can you find a place inside to trust and surrender to the flow? How can you be more 
authentic? What can be reborn, a new vision that serves you now?

Jaya Mata Kali Mata 
Jaya mata kali mata Uma parvati ananda ma 

ananda ma ananda ma ananda ma ananda ma

This chant praises the many faces of the Mother and acknowledges different attributes of 
each Mother in the victory of light over dark. Uma, Parvati and Kali are different forms of 
the Goddess and represent fertility, life and the power to overcome destruction. Ananda 
means bliss and chanting this song can invoke joy beyond words.

Jaya Mata Kali Mata, 24 × 24 in., acrylic on canvas, © 2007 Jennifer Kline



Jaya Mata Kali Mata  Continued:

This chant can bring on the satisfaction and joy of nurturing the universe around us, for the 
good of all. When we chant this mantra we embrace owning our wisdom and embodying 
actions that heal ourselves, our families and the world.

Can you allow the different aspects of Mother energy to show you your source of caring 
for yourself and others in your life? Where do you feel bliss and can you allow it to fill 
your body? Is there some wisdom you know that you must act upon and can you use 
Kali’s energy vortex to do so? Can you fill with the sources of the Mother and imagine 
your life as a creator of goodness and healing for yourself and others?

Om Mani Padme Hum
Om mani padme hUm

This Buddhist chant speaks to using wisdom, altruism and compassion as practices to help 
purify our body, mind and spirit. These practices over time can lead to attainment of 
“the jewel in the lotus” or the awakening and realization of our inner seed of Buddhahood.

When chanting this mantra can you feel the jewel of compassion inside your body, 
mind or spirit? Can you feel or sense the energy of selfless giving within? Can you 
transform any feelings of lack or unworthiness? Can you feel compassion for yourself 
and see it radiating to all beings? Can you hold gratitude in your heart for your life just 
as it is? 

May all beings be free from suffering including ourselves.
Buddha on the Cross 

24 × 24 in., acrylic & paper on canvas, © 2002 Jennifer Kline



Thank you for singing with us at this time of great
changes in consciousness. Kirtan opens the heart to the
one and connects us to our greater self. May we radiate
this new awareness to heal suffering within ourselves

and into the great universe to help others.

Om Shanti Shanti Shanti...Peace Peace Peace....

1. Ganesha Sharanam  6:54 
2. Om Shakti Ma  15:11 
3. Om Narayana  5:13 
4. Hanuman Chalisa  16:33 

5. Radhe Krishna  11:30 
6. Om Namah Shivaya  5:12 
7. Jaya Mata Kali Mata  9:51  
8. Om Mani Padme Hum  5:46


